Third Grade Weekly Facts for Dec. 5 – 9

Reading – “Young Thomas Edison”, pg. 358-380

story vocabulary
1. genius - extraordinary intellectual power
2. signal - a sound, motion, or other sign that sends a message
3. electric - powered by a form of energy
4. gadget - a small, useful machine or device
5. experiment - a test to find out or prove something
6. invention - an original device, system, or process
7. occasional - happening from time to time

skills: main idea & details

sequence of events

strategy: summarize

Your child should be able to correctly use these words in a sentence.

Math – Multi-Step Problems with Addition & Subtraction

~solving multi-step word problems using addition and subtraction involving regrouping

PRACTICE MULTIPLICATION RINGS NIGHTLY!!!!!

Spelling/Grammar/Writing

~Spelling pattern: vowel sound in joy
~using commas

~Spelling pattern in Mrs. Williams' group: /or/
~what is informational writing?

Science/Social Studies

~forces and motion
~continents/oceans test: Tuesday, Dec. 6

Important Info.

~Dec. 6- 12:10 Dismissal

~Scholastic book orders are being sent home today. This will be the final one before Christmas. If you are placing an order as a Christmas gift and do not wandering eyes to see, just let me know and I can place it a large manila envelope or keep it at school for you to pick up. If you are placing your order online at scholastic.com, please use the code L39KQ.